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SURVIVAL IN “DIONNE LEE: A MUSCLE MEMORY” AT GREGORY ALLICAR MUSEUM OF ART, 
PRESENTED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE CENTER FOR FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHY 

Fort Collins, Colorado—The American landscape is oNen portrayed as a place for contentment and 
peace, even as it preserves a history of trauma and violence. Visual arPst Dionne Lee uses photography, 
collage, and video to grapple with these issues of power, personal history, and the nature of survival in 
this space. Presented in partnership with the Center for Fine Art Photography (C4FAP), Gregory Allicar 
Museum of Art (GAMA) proudly features Lee’s work in Dionne Lee: A Muscle Memory, which 
invesPgates how trauma informs resilience in America’s wildernesses. The solo exhibiPon is on view in 
the Works on Paper CollecPon gallery from July 14 to September 19, 2021. 

Dionne Lee holds an MFA from the California College of the Arts and considers the complicaPons of, 
and dual legacies in, photographic landscapes in her work. She looks to historical narraPves to idenPfy 
American soil as a site of trauma and quesPons how history determines the autonomy and endurance 
of people across Pme. Lee’s work also features research and physical acPon—including the repeated 
appearance of hands—to locate the body in the scenic vista. Most of the art in A Muscle Memory pre-
dates the pandemic, yet Lee confronts the now ubiquitous repercussions of global uncertainty, climate 
change, and natural disasters. She asks the crucial quesPon: who is best posiPoned to survive in these 
chaoPc, ever-changing spaces? 

“Filling out the true history of this land we now call the United States of America is an urgent duty of 
arPsts, historians, museums, and the general public,” says Hamidah Glasgow, ExecuPve Director and 
Curator at C4FAP. “Lee’s work is a criPcal piece of the narraPve and conversaPon that has largely been 
ignored. A Muscle Memory constructs a new language of ancestral lineage, alternate relaPonships to 
the wilderness, and deep, hard-won resilience.” 

In this exhibiPon, Lee collages and juxtaposes found images from survival manuals with silver gelaPn 
prints of her own photographs. The analog process of this prinPng medium, which the arPst also 
employs in repurposing her found images, mirrors the insPnctual and tacPle nature of endurance skills 
in the landscape. By researching tradiPonal wilderness survival, Lee invesPgates how trauma and 
history inform everyday life, one’s ability to persevere, and the tenacity in working alongside the land. 
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A Muscle Memory will be accompanied by addiPonal programming. The arPst is scheduled to talk on 
September 2 at 5:30 pm and will later join Camille Dungy and Odefe England in conversaPon on 
September 3 at 5:30 pm. The exhibiPon and all related programs are free to the public. 

GAMA extends heargelt thanks to the Center for Fine Art Photography, located on Maple Street in Fort 
Collins, for their collaboraPon and support in bringing A Muscle Memory to the Front Range 
community. 

### 
GREGORY ALLICAR MUSEUM OF ART invites individuals to engage with art and each other to inspire 
fresh perspecPves and wonder. The museum is a catalyst for visual literacy and criPcal thinking that 
insPlls a passion for learning. For updated museum informaPon, go to artmuseum.colostate.edu. 


